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ABSTRACT
We are largely used to hearing explanations. For example, if someone thinks you are sad today, they might reply to your “why?”
with “because you were so Hmmmmm-mmm-mmm”. Today’s Artificial Intelligence (AI), however, is – if at all – largely providing
explanations of decisions in a visual or textual manner. While such
approaches are good for communication via visual media such as
in research papers or screens of intelligent devices, they may not
always be the best way to explain; especially when the end user
is not an expert. In particular, when the AI’s task is about Audio
Intelligence, visual explanations appear less intuitive than audible,
sonified ones. Sonification has also great potential for explainable
AI (XAI) in systems that deal with non-audio data – for example,
because it does not require visual contact or active attention of
a user. Hence, sonified explanations of AI decisions face a challenging, yet highly promising and pioneering task. That involves
incorporating innovative XAI algorithms to allow pointing back
at the learning data responsible for decisions made by an AI, and
to include decomposition of the data to identify salient aspects.
It further aims to identify the components of the preprocessing,
feature representation, and learnt attention patterns that are responsible for the decisions. Finally, it targets decision-making at
the model-level, to provide a holistic explanation of the chain of

processing in typical pattern recognition problems from end-to-end.
Sonified AI explanations will need to unite methods for sonification
of the identified aspects that benefit decisions, decomposition and
recomposition of audio to sonify which parts in the audio were
responsible for the decision, and rendering attention patterns and
salient feature representations audible. Benchmarking sonified XAI
is challenging, as it will require a comparison against a backdrop of
existing, state-of-the-art visual and textual alternatives, as well as
synergistic complementation of all modalities in user evaluations.
Sonified AI explanations will need to target different user groups
to allow personalisation of the sonification experience for different
user needs, to lead to a major breakthrough in comprehensibility
of AI via hearing how decisions are made, hence supporting tomorrow’s humane AI’s trustability. Here, we introduce and motivate the
general idea, and provide accompanying considerations including
milestones of realisation of sonifed XAI and foreseeable risks.
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INTRODUCTION

In the future, AI systems will be ubiquitous in our everyday life,
for example in self-driving cars, robots, and intelligent home assistants. They will be constantly making critical decisions that have
a severe impact on many aspects of human lives. The behaviour
of such systems needs to be explainable for non-expert users, and
sonification will be a powerful tool for this purpose. In comparison to visualisations, which are the standard way for explaining
AI, sound has several clear benefits: for example, sonification will
allow grasping the attention of a user, for example the passenger
of an autonomous car, or presenting information to a user whose
vision is focused on another task. Furthermore, humans are highly
capable of listening to and interpreting complex polyphonic signals that involve different rhythms, harmonies, etc., allowing the
usage of sonification to present complex sequential data. Sonified
explanations may play a crucial role supporting visually impaired
people, children with disabilities, the elderly, drivers in autonomous
vehicles, and medical personnel, e. g., during complex surgeries.
The number of methods for explaining AI black-box models has
boomed in recent years; even if many challenges remain, multiple
solutions have been proposed in the literature [9]. Several of these
approaches rely on identifying the group of input data points that
affect or alter the decisions of the utilised classifier or regressor.
There are gradient-based approaches, where the explanations of the
decisions are given based on the effect that each input data point has
to the gradient [21], or approaches that examine the performance
of the machine learning model by substituting different groups of
input data points with noise [3]. The typical output of methods that
explain the decisions of a model is a salience map that identifies the
salient input data points. For example, in an image processing task,
a salience map would identify data point regions of the input image
that affect a particular decision made by the classifier; however,
this approach conveys limited information in a limited manner.
Such salience maps have a clear meaning for 2-D data such as
images, but are not an intuitive way to explain decisions on multidimensional data (e. g., banking transactions, or medical signals from
multiple sensors). Additionally, a visual cue requires users to focus
towards the illustration of the explanation, making it impractical in
situations where visual attention of the user has to be focused on
crucial matters (e. g., textual explanations when driving a vehicle
[15]). Furthermore, current approaches consider mostly static information, while in many cases, decision making is a dynamic process;
tasks like speech emotion recognition, sound event detection, dialogue systems, or source separation are time-evolving, sequence
processing tasks. Currently, there are no XAI approaches tailored
for audio data: while existing approaches indicate data points that
affect the decisions in image processing tasks, they fail to identify entities that affected that decision, being unable to explain the
causal relationship between input and output. An overview of a
potential sonified explanation system is depicted in Figure 1.

1.1

Vision and ambition

Sonified explanations will focus on providing intelligent algorithms
that will advance the state-of-the-art in XAI. The particularities of
the audio modality should be exploited in order to identify factors
in the input audio data that explain the decision made by the AI,
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which will then be sonified. Further opportunities lie in the sonification of data other than audio (e. g., medical, images, multimodal)
– either standalone, or in a multimodal manner alongside visual or
other ways of explanation aiming at maximal informativeness and
usability. Furthermore, in any attempt at evaluation, sonifications
of AI should be considered with respect to different types of users
(highlighted as an open challenge in XAI for Natural Language
Processing (NLP) [6]), e. g., represented by gender-balanced user
groups, young individuals and elderly age groups, and high and
low tech-affinity. The objectives of sonified explanations are:

• Intuitive and trustworthy explainability by sonification in
Audio Intelligence, as well as general AI tasks.
• Personalised sonified explanations, by taking into account
diversity of demographics, tech-affinity, and AI expertise.
• Benchmarking sonified explanations against visual and textual state-of-the-art alternatives.
• Best multimodal embedding of sonified explanations and
combination with explanations given in other, non-audio
ways, where going beyond a mono-modal approach appears
more informative, usable, and efficient.

2

HOW TO USE XAI WITH AUDIO?

One goal of sonified explanations is to produce audio-based, humanlike artificial explanations for decisions of Machine Learning (ML)
models. The backward path to produce such explanations highly
depends on the data itself. Hence, it is important to investigate innovative explainable methodologies, such as pointing back at which
data drive the decisions, retrieving similar audible samples from the
training set, and generating more appealing samples with emphasis on particular patterns via generative models (e. g., Generative
Adversarial Networks (GANs) [8] and Variational Auto-Encoders
(VAEs) [16]). In particular, by deploying generative models, unlimited realistic and salient audio data can be generated towards more
fitting explanations and justifications. This opens pathways to personalised explanations that can be more understandable to diverse
non-technical audiences such as end-users and other stakeholders.
Also note that, since the above-mentioned example-based explanation approaches focus on the data itself, sonified explanations can
also be applied in a model- and task-agnostic manner.
Existing advanced example-based interpretability methods can
mainly be divided into two groups [1]: a) Prototypes and criticisms, and b) Counterfactual explanations. In the first group, representative instances are normally selected either to represent each
category as prototypes, or outliers are selected as critics. In the
sonified explanations domain, algorithms need to be developed to
select/generate audible instances of such prototypes and critics,
aiming at characterising the dataset and explaining corresponding
decisions as a whole. In counterfactual explanations (as in [10] for
textual explanations), however, instead of explaining explicitly how
a decision is derived, adversarial examples are computed to explain
implicitly what minimum conditions can lead to other decisions –
an approach that can be adopted for the case of audio.

2.1

Source separation for sonified explanations

Realistic data used as an input to AI systems are often composed of
multiple factors that interact together. In audio processing, source
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Figure 1: Sonic explanation will explain AI by sonifying data factors that drive its decision. Here, we illustrate an example of
a sonifying explanation module that provides explanations for an audio modelling AI decision-making system. That being
said, sonified explanations can be provided for non-audio modalities, or as complementary to multimodal XAI systems.
separation is a thoroughly studied field, with significant results for
speech and speaker separation [11, 17] or music source separation
[7]. We believe that source separation methods for XAI are needed,
that are able to identify the factors in the data that are important
in the decision making, to separate and enhance them for sonification. Potential solutions can build upon the state-of-the-art source
separation methods, e. g., deep clustering [11], auto-encoders [7],
or non-negative matrix factorisation [24], such that any factor that
is involved in the decision making of an AI system can be isolated.

2.2

Rethinking evaluation of XAI

Incorporating XAI evaluation metrics as a standard in ML research
has been proposed recently, in the context of XAI for Natural Language Processing (NLP) [6]. That being said, the evaluation of
explainable AI is a research challenge on its own. Despite rapid advances in AI that we are experiencing in multiple application areas,
less progress is seen in how to evaluate users interacting with AIsystems [20]. Conventional evaluations of humans interacting with
such systems are carried out using traditional methods and metrics
either from the machine learning community (algorithm-centred
evaluation) or the Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) community
(human-centred evaluation), as indicated in related surveys [12, 19].
This has led to a paucity of holistic and integrative methods that
assess the overall collaboration over particular components [2, 23].
ML often uses performance evaluation metrics that focus on the
algorithms employed, such as accuracy, precision, recall, squared
error, posterior probability, information gain, etc. In the meantime,
interactive machine learning builds on these metrics by typically
combining them with some form of usability assessments (see e. g.,
[5, 22]), i. e., the extent to which a product or system can be used
by specified users to achieve specific goals with effectiveness, efficiency, and satisfaction in a specified context of use. In turn, usability evaluations can be categorised in exploratory, formative and
summative evaluations. Exploratory evaluations assess the current
usage of a system, and, typically, use interviews, observations, surveys and logging. Formative evaluations help improve the system
during the design process through heuristics and thinking aloud
methods. Summative evaluation assesses the overall quality of a system once it is more or less finished, by collecting bottom-line data
and quantitative measurements of performance, e. g., how long did
users take, how many errors did they make, were they successful,
number of commands/features used, etc. To capture and evaluate
the interactions between the users of sonified explanations, case
studies and the interfaces developed during an according sonification for XAI process, we need to look not only into traditional HCI
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and ML evaluation methods and metrics, but also include theoretical
principles from cognitive and social sciences that account for human preconceptions about systems’ inner workings and behaviour,
which can also explain other expectations, fears, and trust issues
towards AI-systems. To consider insights from social sciences is a
current trend in AI evaluation [18] that applies here as well.
Evaluating explanatory sonifications would focus on assessing
sound explanations that either complement visual, textual, or other
ones or are the only ones provided to the user. Principles from Theory of Mind can be investigated in order to measure user mental
models [14] of the inner workings and behaviour of AI-systems; a
connection between those theories with principles from psychoacoustics (scientific study of sound perception) is desirable.

3

WHY RESEARCH SONIFIED XAI?

We believe that sonifying explanations is expected to have a profound impact on the advancement of XAI:
• sonifying explanations: Development of technology for
integrating explainability into black-box models based on
diverse sonification approaches. This potential innovation is
largely different from other existing works such as natural
language explanations and various visualisation techniques.
It refers to explaining the data as well as the decision processes via sound, as a person has a better ability to perceive
and understand massive information audibly than visually.
If attained, this technology could provide an efficient and understandable audio-based XAI system; furthermore, it could
provide comprehensive explanations when combined with
visual and text explanations, leading towards more reliable
and trustworthy multimodal XAI systems.
• user-centric XAI: development of technology that incorporates users in the explanation loop, to generate humanlike and user-friendly explanations. This would enhance the
usability and efficacy of XAI systems for the stakeholders
through personalised and user-centric interfaces.
• identification and elimination of dataset biases: application of sonifying XAI on stratifying biases imposed onto
datasets, which affect AI decisions in a non-inclusive way
for under-represented cases. While using visual stimuli to
identify such biases might require strong visual indications
(e. g., colour, or significant difference in physiology), employing audio is likely to result in more easily and intuitively
noticeable patterns that clearly indicate biases in the dataset.
Furthermore, sonification tools can be used to develop strategies that will promote inclusiveness in the data collection.
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• evaluating explanations: production of appropriate evaluation benchmarks and metrics to compare, validate, quantify
and evaluate the explainability of sonification XAI methods in general, as well as for evaluating the effectiveness of
audible explanations compared to visual and textual ones.

4

5

SONIFIED XAI MILESTONES

We envision methodological milestones and other great opportunities that should be covered in this research direction.

4.1

XAI core

Advanced XAI techniques need to be developed and utilised to
mitigate the black-box nature of deep models and thus make their
decisions more traceable, transparent, and trustworthy. For that, a
holistic XAI approach should be explored on the full AI pipeline,
covering explanations of sample-based v.s. feature-based manner,
global v.s. local explanations, and counterfactual decision explanation v.s. querying internal state, with emphasis on audio-specific
data & algorithms. It is important to identify which algorithms
and audible explanations are more appropriate for which end-user
cases.

4.2

alternative option for end-users with visual impairment or provide
complementary information when incorporated with visible/textual
explanations, for both audio and non-audio data applications, e. g.,
related to relate to biomedical signals or capturing motion activity.

• design a case study and experimental set up for sonified
XAI’s proof-of-concept is a novel problem.
• what kind of data are required for such a given study case?
There are no data available at hand to work with for this purpose. What to do to maintain the data security and privacy?
• evaluating the effectiveness of an XAI sonification solution is
a novel problem, with no existing benchmark for comparing
sonification with, e. g., a visual explanation method.
• how to expand the findings in the case study or multiple
studies to a wider range of users and be applied at scale?

Sonification

Recent studies have proposed methods for sonifying visual input,
targeted towards people with visual impairment [4, 13]. However,
extended development of novel algorithms and techniques is required, to intuitively communicate the explanation and reasoning
of the decisions using audio as a communication channel. Different types of information could be leveraged, ranging from raw
input data (e. g., audio) to multi-dimensional tensors (e. g., gradients, weights, and learning signals).

4.3

6

Personalisation

A great challenge lies on defining the concrete requirements of
particular end users (speech vs general audio, children vs elderly);
specifying the modalities and types of explanation required in each
case, taking into account sound requirements and needs.

4.4

Evaluation

The aim of this module is to assess the proof-of-concept prototypes
developed during sonified explanations. For that, we need to select or develop evaluation methods and metrics that support our
users interacting with intelligent systems. For instance, it would
be necessary to analyse what objective and/or subjective measures
should be developed to assess the results in terms of design guidelines for the use of sound coupled to explanations from AI-systems,
particularly for complex human-system interactions.

4.5

Other possibilities

There is potential value in moving away from bespoke XAI, towards
an XAI module that extracts explanations from an internal AI core
module for sonification, in a model-agnostic manner.
Apart from sonifying salient audio factors, there is value in explanations in realistic speech, using advanced language generation and
speech synthesis techniques, potentially including socioemotional
competency. With this approach, audible explanations can be an
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FORESEEABLE RISKS

Researching sonified explanations would advance the state of the
art on XAI by adding audio as a communication channel. As such, it
can significantly extend current visual and textual means to provide
explanations, reaching out to users using AI-systems where reading
text or processing visuals are either not recommended or simply not
preferred: for instance, surgeons carrying out complex tasks. It also
reaches out to groups that can more easily process audio and sound,
like children, the elderly, or visually impaired people, etc. However,
the use of sound for providing explanations is totally unexplored
in XAI, and there is a risk that it is challenging to find optimal or
effective combinations of these modalities for a different variety of
end-users. Therefore, we believe that the innovation potential of
sonified explanations is very high. Particularly, a lot of efforts are
required to address the named and further risks, including:

CONCLUSION

We introduced the concept of Sonified XAI, which aims to provide
sonification solutions in order to satisfy the ‘right to an explanation’
for AI-generated decisions of end-users of a gamut of social and
tech-affinity backgrounds. This ambitious, from the ground-up
concept of sonification algorithmic methodology, is not only a
much under-explored explanation avenue compared to explanation
vectors such as visualisation and text, but an altogether crucial
one in applications where visual, textual, or explanations given in
any other modality or combination thereof are not an option, as
well as holding promise if utilised along with the more established
approaches in existing applications. Specifically, we believe that
the entire AI pipeline should be addressed, and model-agnostic XAI
sonification approaches explored, in order to design transparent,
reproducible XAI methodologies that foster trust in AI. A crucial
issue will be the careful evaluation thereof, taking into account
state-of-the-art approaches to XAI, as well as specific end-user
cases for which sonification based XAI holds promise. Further, we
look forward to multimodal explanations in AI in a personalised
manner for best individual explanation provision in tomorrow’s AI.
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